What TENAK does that makes a difference
As a leading manufacturer of laboratory products for low temperature storage we believe that design, functionality and quality are of the highest importance when choosing a product for professional use. We always take these three elements into consideration when designing new products for our product range.

It is important to us that you, as a customer, have a good experience when buying or using our products. Therefore convenience is a cornerstone in everything we do.

If we do not have a product in our standard range to suit your needs, just give us a call. We can design and manufacture any solution you may desire.
The little things that make your work easier
Designing a product for professional use takes a lot of effort, and all small details counts. A few examples of our unique solutions:

**Pop up handle**
Our new generation of racks has a pop up handle, which makes it easy to grab the racks while wearing a glove.

**Safety spring lock**
We have designed a safety spring lock which secures the boxes and provides a more ergonomic right working position.

**Soft edges**
To improve the comfort for you we have optimized our products to reduce sharp edges and corners.

**Numerical inlay**
All dividers includes numerical inlay to make it easy to identify the samples.
Optimize your freezer capacity
Do you know how many samples you can store in your freezer? On our website we offer the only complete freezer rack reference guide on the world market.

The TENAK Reference Guide is an online tool to configure the inventory for low temperature laboratory freezers. Select the freezer Manufacturer, Type, Model and Usage.

The Reference Guide will then show you the right solution for your freezer.

Learn more about The Tenak Reference Guide here: www.tenak.com/reference-guide
Choose the right product for your specific application
The Tenak Usability Chart is a unique tool we have developed, to make it easy for you to determine the right product for your specific application.

The Usability Chart is a comparison across the Tenak product range and is not a comparison against competing products. This is our recommendation on how we see the products used.

Learn more about The Usability Chart here: www.tenak.com/usability
TENAK wants to be green
When designing a product we always aim to reduce the impact on the environment.

By choosing the best materials, and by designing the products in a way that optimizes the production, the material use and power consumption are kept at a minimum.

Our cryoboxes and dividers are produced from forest certified material. The glue is non-toxic, water based and environmentally friendly.

To keep the cost low and the impact on the environment at a minimum, we design our products to last for a long time and we are proud to say that we have the best price/quality ratio on the world market.